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What did you do for Labor Day?

MAT OLSON: Pretended I was skipping classes.
ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Utilized rude stereotypes about my classmates for the sake of humor.
BOOTS: It was my mom’s birthday, so I stayed in and cried because she’s 1,700 miles away.
SEAN HOWARD: Starved.

Doctor Who Season Premiere: 50 Years of Continuity Issues

Unearthed Jay-Z Brainstorming
By MO

The Ginger Binary
Context: Freshmen are adorable, and when one mentioned gender binary, which they had JUST HEARD 
ABOUT FOR THE FIRST TIME, the other was like “Ginger binary? What’s that?” 

     HEAR YE, HEAR YE, GINGERS. We have been placed into boxes for TOO LONG! 
It is time to rise up and FIGHT THE BRUNETTE-IARCHY. 

What so many students on this campus can’t seem 
to understand is that ginger exists on a continuum. 
Sure, some gingers seem to fit into your neat little 
categories--”freckled” or “not-freckled,” “pale as fuck” 
or “consistently sunburnt,” “soulless” or...well, you get 
my point--but many other, less-privileged gingers fall 
somewhere between these extremes. For instance, you 
know that ginger kid in your Hum conference with no 
freckles? For all you know, his ass is fucking covered 
in little spots. Would you know, just by looking at him? 
No, no you would not, and yet those ass-spots are as 
much a part of  his ginger identity as his carrot top, 
and he should NOT have to hide them from the world 
when he visits the Naked Tree, damnit! THROW OFF 

YOUR SHACKLES, freckle-assed freshman! BE FREE. 
 And don’t even get me STARTED on the soul/no soul 

thing. You can’t see me right now, but I am shaking 
my head in shame over your ignorance, reader. I don’t 
care who you are, or how ginger-positive you consider 
yourself  to be--EVERY non-ginger is complicit in the 
repression of  non-binary gingers here at Reed. You 
should know that I’m not singling out either side of  this 
ridiculous “debate” here--those who scoff  at “soul-
less ginger” stories are JUST as guilty as those who tell 
them. In reality, a reported 37% of  gingers have been 
shown to have between 1% and 99% of  a soul--that is, 
they have PARTIAL souls, a condition that is woefully 

misunderstood even in this seemingly progressive day and age. Having a partial soul is not 
something to be ashamed of, dear gingers--it is simply who you are, and that is a beautiful 
thing.
 Now, if  you’ll excuse me, I need to go correct some brown-haired ignorami on 
the internet. (That’s like ignoramus, but plural, because I go to a highly selective liberal arts 
college.)

 In the late 80’s, my parents took my older brother to a Doctor Who exhibition in Utah. I was born some time later, meaning I never got to share my brother’s near-pants-
shitting terror upon seeing a Dalek in person. No, for most of  the 90’s and early 00’s you could corral all the Doctor Who fans in America into one sad airport Hilton ballroom. 
Fortunately, I lived in an area with enough rich nerds pledging to public television that I still got to watch “Classic Who” as a child. I’m really glad that the new series has made Doctor 
Who cool again, but if  we’re ever going to wrap up decades-old continuity issues we’ll all have to team up and let the BBC know that we won’t be happy until we see the following 
resolved:

• The Doctor says that the TARDIS is stuck as a police box, but the exact shape and shade of  blue changes at several 
points throughout the series. An entire episode should be devoted to a canon explanation of  the differences between 
TARDIS props and why the TARDIS is clearly propped up on wheels in many shots. 

• From 1980 to ’89, each Doctor’s costume featured prominent question marks. Bring back Tom Baker in an episode 
where it’s explained that the Doctor suffered some kind of  serious head-trauma that made him think (through several 
regenerations) that adopting another obvious trait was a good idea when over half  of  the universe is always trying to 
find and kill him. 

• Over the years, the Sonic Screwdriver has gone from being roughly equal with an actual screwdriver to being a magic 
wand capable of  all kinds of  crazy shit. A season-long arc devoted to the screwdriver’s history should be enough to 
cover its many functions. Because this arc would be mostly in flashback, find new actors to replace all of  the Doctors 
and companions who have passed away, and then finish off  the season with a two-hour special where all of  the 
characters are present but don’t get any screen time.

This is what most Doctor Who fans look like

The Pamphlette, through its undying devotion to Reed-relevant investigatory journalism, 
has come upon the following excerpt from Jay-Z’s journal:

• If  you’re having dog problems, I feel bad for you, son. I got one-hundred-one 
problems, and they’re all dalmations.  
(NOTE: Rhyme with emphasis on the “tion” in “dalmations”.) 

• If  you’re having balloon problems, I feel bad for you, son. I got ninety-nine prob-
lems, but they aren’t red balloons. 

• If  you’re having polytheistic problems, I feel 
bad for you, son. I got ninety-nine problems 
(and a lot of  arms, riiight?), but a Krishna ain’t 
one.  

• If  you’re having memory problems, I feel bad 
for you, son. I got ninety-nine problems, but a 
goldfish ain’t one.  

• If  you’re having circuit problems, I feel bad 
for you, son. I got ninety-nine problems, but a 
switch ain’t one. 

• If  you’re having garish problems I feel bad for 
you, son. I got ninety-nine problems but kitsch 
ain’t one! 

• If  you’re having Abercrombie problems I feel bad for you, son. I got ninety-nine 
problems, and a Fitch ain’t one. 

• If  you’re having ecological problems, I feel bad for you son. I got ninety-nine prob-
lems and a niche ain’t one. 

• If  you’re having transmogrification problems I feel bad for you, son. I got ninety-
nine problems, and spontaneously turning into a fish ain’t one.

Hire a misogynist to write this song.

By BB

By BB

“When I Heard the Learn’d Astrologer”

When I heard the learned astrologer,
When the moon-tables, sun-charts were ranged in columns before me,
When I was shown the zodiac and the diagrams, used to pigeonhole personalities.
When I, confusedly, heard the astrologer say, “Oh, you’re such a Scorpio!”
When I heard the learned astrologer say, “I was born in the year of  the Ox,”
I couldn’t help but think to myself, “Learned Astrologer... Indeed, an oxymoron!”

By EC 

By EC

Poem of the Week
Top 6 “Alcohol for Minors”!

STOP!!!! 
 I see you, little freshman; you’re about to top-six Oktoberfest, aren’t you?! 
Don’t lie. I can see your screen from across the library. DON’T DO IT. It’s a trap! 
 I’m sure you mean well--after all, Oktoberfest is a celebration of  beer, 
sausages and lederhosen, things we all enjoy, and it makes sense that you would want to 
spread that joy here at Reed. Unfortunately, this great bastion of  underage drinking, face-
stuffing and inadvisable sexual relations with lusty barmaids has been torn down by those 
responsible Reedies who decide things...damn them, I know. 
 Picture this, young freshman: a maze of  tarps and rent-a-fences surrounding 
Commons, shielding your innocent eyes from the revelry of  some 30-odd upperclassmen, 
who are drinking microbrews and laughing at YOU. And when we say they’re surrounding 
Commons, we ain’t kidding--you have to go in that weird side entrance at the top of  the 
GCC stairs, and then the commons people lock that, so you have to squeeze around the 
rent-a-fence to get your food, but you’re not actually allowed to do that, so act natural. 
Even if  you manage to sneak in, you aren’t getting any alcohol, ‘cause they have a wrist-
band system. Basically, if  you are under 21, THERE IS NOTHING GOOD ABOUT 
REED’S OKTOBERFEST. 
 I have a better idea for you--top-six our brand-new campus organization, 
“ALCOHOL FOR MINORS,” which is, of  course, named ironically. Nobody will drive 
a truck full of  kegs into the north parking lot three times a year at midnight and unload 
them into the Naito-Sullivan common rooms for you, in the same way that no one 
stabbed the Cyclops in the eye in The Odyssey. Still, it will be pretty awesome. “Nobody” 
bringing you alcohol in a discreet, yet honest and straightforward fashion MUST, after all, 
be better than “Reed Officials” bringing OTHER people alcohol after duping you into 
paying for it, right? 
Whereas the Oktoberfest masterminds will waste your student body funds on preten-
tious hipster beers for those goddamned thesising seniors everyone loves so much, we at 
“Alcohol For Minors” promise to spend your money frugally on...root beer. For everyone. 
Enough that anyone who wants to can get off  their face on...root beer. Ironic root beer. 
From “nobody.” In kegs. This had better be getting through to you people, because I 
don’t know how much clearer I can be.  


